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19S1 D. Anselmi

Theories of gravitation



Program

Differential geometry

topological spaces, manifolds, differential manifolds, derivations, vector fields, differential forms, tangent space, cotangent space, tangent bundle, cotangent bundle, Lie derivative, metric, covariant derivative, torsion, curvature, metric compatibility, tetrad, spin connection, Christoffel symbols, Riemann tensor, Ricci tensor, Ricci scalar, Bianchi identities.

General relativity

Hilbert action, Palatini formulation, field equations. Coupling of gravity to matter: scalars, fermions, vectors. Energy-momentum tensor and its conservation. Boundary term of the gravitational action. Trace K action. Energy of the gravitational field and its positivity.

Perturbative expansion

Propagating degrees of freedom, gauge fixing. Functional integral, Feynman diagrams, renormalization. Gauge fixing at the quantum level. Nonrenormalizabilty of the Hilbert action and its completion. Quadratic corrections, Weyl tensor, Euler characteristics.

Quantum gravity

Quantization of matter in external gravity: Unruh effect. Nonrenormalizability of Einstein gravity.  Terms that can be absorded into metric redefinitions. Organization of the classical action of quantum gravity with infinitely many terms. Quantization prescription for fakeons. The quantization of gravity. Renormalizability. Unitarity, perturbative unitarity, cutting equations. Calculation of Feynman diagrams in quantum gravity. Fakeon thresholds and average continuation.  Projecting away the fakeons from the physical spectrum. Classification of the fakeons. Violations of microcausality. Classicization of the quantum theory. The classical limit of quantum gravity and the corrected field equations of General Relativity.
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D. Anselmi

From Physics To Life

A journey to the infinitesimally small and back

In English and Italian



Available on Amazon:

US: book | ebook  (in EN)

IT: book | ebook  (in IT)
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				23A3 Damiano AnselmiGauge theories and quantum gravity in a finite interval of time, on a compact space manifold

					                				
				
				                				We study gauge theories and quantum gravity in a finite interval of time $ \tau $, on a compact space manifold $\Omega $. The initial,  ... (read more) 
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				                				We study the free and dressed propagators of physical and purely virtual particles in a finite interval of time $τ$ and on a compact space  ... (read more) 


							  

				

				
			
	

				23A1 Damiano AnselmiQuantum field theory of physical and purely virtual particles in a finite interval of time on a compact space manifold: diagrams, amplitudes and unitarity

					                				
				
				                				We provide a diagrammatic formulation of perturbative quantum field theory in a finite interval of time $τ$, on a compact space manifold $Ω$. We explain  ... (read more) 


							  

				

				
			
	

				22A5 Damiano AnselmiA new quantization principle from a minimally non time-ordered product

					                				
				
				                				We formulate a new quantization principle for perturbative quantum field theory, based on a minimally non time-ordered product, and show that it gives the theories  ... (read more) 


							  

				

				
			
	

				22A4 Damiano AnselmiPurely virtual extension of quantum field theory for gauge invariant fields: quantum gravity

					                				
				
				                				Quantum gravity is extended to include purely virtual “cloud sectors”, which allow us to define a complete set of point-dependent observables, including a gauge invariant  ... (read more) 


							  

				

				
			
	

				22A3 Damiano AnselmiPurely virtual extension of quantum field theory for gauge invariant fields: Yang-Mills theory

					                				
				
				                				We extend quantum field theory by including purely virtual “cloud” sectors, to define physical off-shell correlation functions of gauge invariant quark and gluon fields, without  ... (read more) 


							  

				

				
			
	

				22A2 Damiano AnselmiPurely virtual particles versus Lee-Wick ghosts: physical Pauli-Villars fields, finite   QED and quantum gravity

					                				
				
				                				We reconsider the Lee-Wick (LW) models and compare their properties to the properties of the models that contain purely virtual particles. We argue against the  ... (read more) 


							  

				

				
			
	

				22A1 Damiano AnselmiDressed propagators, fakeon self-energy and peak uncertainty

					                				
				
				                				We study the resummation of self-energy diagrams into dressed propagators in the case of purely virtual particles and compare the results with those obtained for  ... (read more) 


							  

				

				
			
	

				21A5 Damiano AnselmiDiagrammar of physical and fake particles and spectral optical theorem

					                				
				
				                				We prove spectral optical identities in quantum field theories of physical particles (defined by the Feynman $i\epsilon $ prescription) and purely virtual particles (defined by  ... (read more) 


							  

				

				
			
	

				21A4 Damiano Anselmi, Kristjan Kannike, Carlo Marzo, Luca Marzola, Aurora Melis, Kristjan Müürsepp, Marco Piva and Martti RaidalA fake doublet solution to the muon anomalous magnetic moment

					                				
				
				                				Extensions to the Standard Model that use strictly off-shell degrees of freedom – the fakeons – allow for new measurable interactions at energy scales usually  ... (read more) 
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				                				We introduce a new way of modeling the physics beyond the Standard Model by considering fake, strictly off-shell degrees of freedom: the fakeons. To demonstrate  ... (read more) 


							  

				

				
			
	

				21A2 Damiano AnselmiPerturbation spectra and renormalization-group techniques in double-field inflation and quantum gravity cosmology

					                				
				
				                				We study primordial cosmology with two scalar fields that participate in inflation at the same time, by coupling quantum gravity (i.e., the theory $R+R^2+C^2$ with  ... (read more) 


							  

				

				
			
	

				21A1 Damiano Anselmi, Filippo Fruzza and Marco PivaRenormalization-group techniques for single-field inflation in primordial cosmology and quantum gravity

					                				
				
				                				We study inflation as a “cosmic” renormalization-group flow. The flow, which encodes the dependence on the background metric, is described by a running coupling $\alpha  ... (read more) 


							  

				

				
			
	

				20A5 Damiano AnselmiHigh-order corrections to inflationary perturbation spectra in quantum gravity

					                				
				
				                				We compute the inflationary perturbation spectra and the quantity $r+8n_{T}$ to the next-to-next-to-leading log order in quantum gravity with purely virtual particles (which means the  ... (read more) 


							  

				

				
			
	

				20A4 Damiano AnselmiCosmic inflation as a renormalization-group flow: the running of power spectra in quantum gravity

					                				
				
				                				We study the running of power spectra in inflationary cosmology as a renormalization-group flow from the de Sitter fixed point. The beta function is provided  ... (read more) 
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Renormalization

Course on renormalization, taught in 2015.

Last update: September 15th 2023, 242 pages



The final (2023) edition is vaibable on Amazon:

US  IT  DE  FR  ES  UK  JP  CA



Contents:

Preface

1. Functional integral

2. Renormalization

3. Renormalization group

4. Gauge symmetry

5. Canonical formalism

6. Quantum electrodynamics

7. Non-Abelian gauge field theories

Notation and useful formulas

References



The pdf file of the 2015 Edition is available here: PDF
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Cite papers of this site as follows:

Auths, Title, 'year'A'num' Renorm

For example:

D. Anselmi, Master functional and proper formalism for quantum gauge field theory, 12A3 Renorm

Cite books as

Auths, Title, 'year'B'num' Renorm

Cite reviews as
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Cite proceedings as
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